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NEW OFFICERS
The new officers of the Houston Archeological Society, to serve
from September, 1961, to September, 1962, are: Chairman, Alan R.
Duke; Secretary—Treasurer, Charles B. Fleming; Directors, Donald R.
Lewis, Richard B. Worthington, Wayne B. Neyland.
The Yolainating Committee for this election consisted of Norvil
J. Wilson, Chairman, Art Gallaher, Jr., and H. Mewhinney.
Present committee members are: Program, Donald R. Lewis,
Lembership, S. P. Caskey. Editorial, H. Merhinney, L. E. Aten, and
Ivan Newlin.
SOLE LUEDIATE PROBLEkS ON THE UPPER TEXAS GULF COAST
R. B. Worthington
Since Joe Ben Wheat's excellent work at Addicks in 1947, interested amateurs have tried to correlate his data with the information
from more than 200 other known archaeological sites in Harris,
Chambers, Galveston, Liberty, and Brazoria Counties.
Field surveys, reconnaissance, surface collections, and a small
amount of published information seem to indicate that the situation
is more complex than would appear from the three papers thus far
published.
There are two basic kinds of sites in the area. The first
consists of shell middens, found along the shallow bays and lakes.
The other consists of sand middens, found along the running streams.
The two are alike in some traits, such as similar sorts of
pottery, the projectile points, and the characteristic of splitting
nearly all long bones of mammals. But there are several conspicuous
diffdrences.
The sand middens contain many flint artifacts, as well as
numerous waste flakes, the latter indicating that tools and weapons
were made on the scene.
Finished implements include projectile points, knives, drills,
scrapers, and ;ravers. The projectile points are much the most
abundant.
There is little evidence that implements were made on the shell
middens. Chipped implements of any kind are quite scarce, even though
those that are found are much like those of the sand middens and are
perhaps of precisely the same types. In some instances waste flakes
are almost entirely lacking.
This evidence would seem to indicate that the flint implements in
the shell middens got there by a process of trade or else that the
same people lived at both kinds of sites, moving as the seasons
cilanged, but worked flint only when living along streams.
Shell middens seem to contain more bone implements than the sand
middens. But this comparative abundance may result merely from the
fact that a soil with much shell in it would be alkaline enough to
Preserve bone longer than an acid soil.
The bone artifacts in the shell middens consist of awls made
from the ulna of the de-r, socketed projectile points made from the
cannon bone of the deer, and awls also made from the cannon bones.
The peoples living at the two kinds of sites ate quite different
foods.
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At the shell middens there are large accumulations of clam and
oyster shells. There are also many fish bones, gar scales, and
possible alligator bones. All these are virtually absent from the
sand middens.
At present sites of both kinds are considered to be of the
Galveston Bay Focus; but there seem to be enough differences to
justify two foci.
There may even be several foci. There were visits and temporary
colonization by French traders and Spanish missionaries in the
earlier half of the 1700's and thus there should be some sort of
historical focus.
iritten records indicate that most of this trading and
missionary work was in Chambers County, in the general neighborhood
of 4allisville. The predise site of the mission and presidio is not
known but careful field work might find it.
At the north end of Turtle Bay in Chambers County there are the
remains of tremendous shell middens which may perhaps contain evidence
enough to establish a historical focus for the shell midden people.
At present two glass beads from a burial at the Caplin site on Bolivar
Peninsula in Galveston County are the only contact items indicating
tlne existence of a historical focus. But unfortunately the Caplin
site, because it differs in many ways from both the shell and the sand
midden:0, is not considered a component of the Galveston Bay Focus.
Nor is its relationship to the sites in that focus known.
In contrast with the sandy Goose Creek wares of the Galveston
Bay Focus, one finds in the upner levels of both the sand and the
sell middens some wares which are sherd-tempered, clay-grit-tempered,
ancl nossibly calcium-phosphate-tempered. They may eventually prove
useful as time markers. As the writer suggested at the pottery
symposium in Houston in late 1959, the presence of these wares and
their seeming association 'Ath arrow points may mark the division between the late ceramic traditions of the Galveston Bay Focus and the
historic period. These wares carry the suggested names of San Jacinto
Plain and San Jacinto Incised.
Even the limits of this focus are not yet defined. As of the
information now available, the Brazos River seems to be the western
ltait. That is, evidence from the Albert George Site in Brazoria
County indicates still another undefined focus, while recent work at
the Goebel Site in Austin County shows few traits of the Galveston
Bay Focus.
The Houston Society's r,ork at the Jamison Site in Liberty County
sews to indicate the presence of Galveston Bay traits, as well as
possible influence from the east and the north.
However, neither the materials from the Goebel Site nor those
from the Jamison Site have yet been fully studied. In short, the
limits of the Galveston Bay Focus are not known either to the east
or to the north.
The presence of Palaeo-Indian points, such as Clovis, keserve,
Lilnesand, and Plainview may indicate an earlier occupation of this
area than has been suspected. Lieserve points have been found at
,iestfield, at Addicks, and on the Houston Ship Channel near the San
Jacinto Battleground, all in Harris County. A fragmentary Clovis
oint was found by Wheat at Addicks. Another was found on Green's
Bayou. At least two Plainviews have been found in Harris County, one
at Lynchburg and another at Golden Acres near Pasadena. A Milnesand
point was found at the City of Houston Prison Farm on the Mykawa Road.
In conclusion, not enough information is yet available to permit
proper definitions for the foci of this area, their relationships to
one another, their relationships to foci toward the north, the east,
and the west, or their time spans.
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while the projectile points seem to show influence from Central
Texas, the pottery influence seems to be from the southeast. A
problem is posed by the presence of more burials at the Caplin Site
than are known for the entire Galveston Bay Focus. while most
Galveston Bay components have numerous potsherds, there were few at
Caplin. Certainly more work needs to be done on the relationship of
Caplin to the Galveston Bay Focus and to sites in Jefferson and Orange
Counties.
The virtual destruction of the huge shell middens at the north
end of Turtle Bay in Chambers County, when shell was hauled off to
ton county roads, shows that we cannot wait forever to solve our
archaeological problems. The building of a salt water barrier near
aallisville as an adjunct for Houston's proposed lake on the Trinity
may obliterate the Spanish mission site and all evidence for the
historical focus. Many other sites are being ruined as industrial
plants, highways, and housing developments are built.
RECENT SIGNIFICANT EVENTS IN ALERICAN ARCHAEOLOGY
In a recently published article, Ripley P. Bullen, of the
Florida State Museum, presents some new radiocarbon dates which, together yith nrevious dates, firmly document the fiber-tempered
nottery of Florida and Georgia as the earliest pottery north of
the latest is
2exico*. The earliest dates are 2090 and 2165
1065 B.C. Several other dates for various nhases of the period all
fit neatly between those dates. With five sites represented, which
are senarated by hundreds of miles, the validity of the dates is
difficult to dispute. The arguments heard from some quarters, that
the first vessels used were of steatite, seems invalid. Most recent
stratigraphio information assigns this ware to the Transitional
Period between the Archaic and Early woodland.

B.C.,

*Radiocarbon Dates For Southeastern Fiber-Tempered Pottery, by
Ripley P. Bullen. American Antiquity, Volume 277711717r 1, July,
1961.
If the sites of the Spanish presidio and mission in the vicinity
of the Trinity River are ever discovered, persons who possess sherds
of the Spanish Olive Jar will find a valuable reference in the newly
published study of that pottery by Dr. John M. Goggin, entitled The
Spanish Olive Jar - An Introductory Study, published as Number 62 in
Yale Publications in Anthropology, Yale University.
Goggin has divided the ware into Early, Liddle and Late Styles
with some sub-types, based on temper and wall thickness. He discusses
the distribution throughout the Circum-Caribbean area and bases his
dazes on some amazingly exact data from Mexico and the west Indies.

Those members interested in agriculture may or may not know that
early agriculture has been suspected for some time in the Eastern
Woodlands. Recently the earliest direct evidence of corn yet found
in the eastern United States was found at Site 9-GO-507 in northwest
Georgia*. A group of 30 to 40 burnt corn cobs were found, anoarently
thrown into a refuse pit. Although 0-14 dates are not yet available,
feature has been assigned to either Component B or 0 of the newly
defined ailliams focus, which is part of the Georgia Deptford aspect
and carries an approximate date of 400 B. C.
*A Preliminary Report on 9-GO-507: The Williams, Site, Gordon
County, Geor ia, by Dan and—PhillITITOise. The Florida
Aathropo ogist, Volume XIII, Number 4, December, 1960.
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Itembers of the Houston Archeological Society, as of
October, 1961, were:
Anderson, Mrs. H. I.
Aten, Lawrence E.
Atwood, 4. L.
Bailey, Gordon F.
Bickley, George W.
Caldr•ell, Charles G.
Caskey, William P.
Cl'askey, Mrs. W. P.
Davis, K. R., Jr.
Dieckman, J. J.

Dieckman, Mrs. J. J.
Duke, Alan R.
Duke, Mrs. A. R.
Duke, Bruce R.
Due, Gary A.
Dunn, Damon G.
Fle-aing, Charles B.
C . B.
FleLting, Like
Frank, Lrs. 4. R.
Gallaher, Dr. Art
Gallenkamp, C. B.
Harmier, J. D.
Harmier, K. P.
Hartman, H. F.
Hartman, Lars. H. F.
Hartrian, Daniel
Heartfield, Lorraine
Hester, Mary
Hopkins, R. T., Jr.
Kalb, John
Larsen, Val
Lenz, Louis
Lewis, Donald R.
Levis, Lrs. D. R.
Lewhinney, H.
Loore, Billy
Neyland, Wayne
YpTlin, Ivan
Norbeck, Dr. Edward
Norwood, Lrs. Pat
Pennington, Leslie
PUlaert, Elizabeth
Pillaert, Roseline
Post, C. i.., Jr.
Ray, Frank
Ray, 1:,rs. Frank
Ring, E. R.
Ring, Lavon
Serrell, John B.
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